The authors concluded that there were low levels of agreement between professionals about findings from most commonly used physical examination procedures used to assess patients with non-specific low-back pain. There were limitations to this review but, overall, the authors' conclusions are likely to be reliable.
How were decisions on the relevance of primary studies made?
One reviewer selected studies and a second reviewer confirmed the eligibility of those selected.
Assessment of study quality
Two reviewers independently assessed validity using criteria modified from those described by van der Wurff et al. and Bogduk (see Other Publications of Related Interest nos.1-2). Differences between reviewers were resolved by discussion or through recourse to a third reviewer. The criteria assessed were related to: model/patient population (description, representative sample, random or consecutive selection and sample size), test procedure (described and reproducible, uniform execution, measures to reduce bias and highest level of examiner, consensus procedure prior to testing with pilot study), and test results (more than one pair of examiners tested, multiple testing between examiners, standardised measure of test outcome, reporting of frequencies of outcome and agreement, and use of appropriate interferential statistics).
The maximum quality score was 100 points; studies scoring 60 or more were considered to be higher quality. The criteria were pilot tested on 3 studies before being applied to all other studies.
Data extraction
The authors did not state how the data were extracted for the review, or how many reviewers performed the data extraction.
For each study, the reliability statistic or range of values for the statistic (kappa, weighted kappa, ICC, PCC or SP) was presented with 95% confidence intervals (CIs), where possible, for each physical examination reported. Some statistics were calculated from original data.
Methods of synthesis
How were the studies combined? The studies were grouped by type of physical examination test and combined in a narrative. A cut-off value of 0.85 for kappa and the ICC was determined a priori to indicate satisfactory reliability. A sensitivity analysis was conducted by lowering the cut-off value for satisfactory reliability to 0.7 for kappa and the ICC. The authors appeared to grade the level of evidence for each intervention using a hierarchy of evidence: 'strong' reflected consistent findings from three or more high-quality trials; 'moderate' reflected consistent findings from low-quality trials and/or one high-quality trial; 'limited' reflected evidence from one low-quality trial; 'conflicting' reflected inconsistent findings among multiple trials; and no evidence reflected an absence of trials.
How were differences between studies investigated?
Differences between the studies were not formally investigated.
Results of the review
Forty-eight studies were included. Forty-seven studies assessed inter-tester reliability and 10 studies evaluated intratester reliability. The number of patients or testers was not reported.
The mean quality score was 52 (range: 0 to 88). Common flaws were sample not representing clinical practice, sample not selected randomly or consecutively, lack of standardisation of procedures and lack of control of bias. Forty per cent of the studies were classified as higher quality.
Taking the cut-off value for satisfactory reliability as 0.85, most procedures showed either conflicting evidence or moderate to strong evidence of low reliability.
Taking the cut-off value for satisfactory reliability as 0.70, there was moderate evidence (changed from contradictory) about pain response to repeated movement.
